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ABSTRACT
Background: Chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH) leads to right heart failure.
Pulmonary endarterectomy (PEA) or balloon pulmonary angioplasty (BPA) restore pulmonary
haemodynamics and allow cardiac recovery. This study examined the relationship of copeptin and midregional pro-atrial natriuretic peptide (MR-proANP) levels to disease severity and therapy response.
Methods: This observational cohort study included 125 patients (55 PEA/70 BPA) who underwent
treatment and completed a 6-/12-month follow-up. Biomarkers, measured at baseline, prior to every BPA
and at follow-up, were compared to 1) severe disease at baseline (right atrial pressure (RAP) ⩾8 mmHg
and cardiac index ⩽2.4 L·min−1·m−2) and 2) optimal therapy response (no persistent pulmonary
hypertension combined with a normalised RAP (mean PAP ⩽25 mmHg, pulmonary vascular resistance
(PVR) ⩽3 WU and RAP ⩽6 mmHg) or a reduction in mean PAP ⩾25%, PVR ⩾35% and RAP ⩾25%).
Results: Severely diseased patients had higher levels of MR-proANP (320 (246–527) pmol·L−1 versus 133
(82–215) pmol·L−1; p=0.001) and copeptin (12.7 (7.3–20.6) pmol·L−1 versus 6.8 (4.4–12.8) pmol·L−1; p=0.015)
at baseline than the rest of the cohort. At baseline, MR-proANP (area under the curve (AUC) 0.91; cut-off
value 227 pmol·L−1; OR 56, 95% CI 6.9–454.3) and copeptin (AUC 0.70; cut-off value 10.9 pmol·L−1; OR 1.5,
95% CI 1.2–1.9) identified severely diseased patients. After PEA/BPA, levels of MR-proANP (99 (58–145)
pmol·L−1; p<0.001) and copeptin (6.3 (3.7–12.6) pmol·L−1; p=0.009) decreased and indicated optimal therapy
response (MR-proANP <123 pmol·L−1 (AUC 0.70) and copeptin <10.1 pmol·L−1 (AUC 0.58)).
Conclusion: MR-proANP and copeptin levels are affected in CTEPH and decrease after therapy. MR-proANP
identifies a severe disease status and optimal therapy response.
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The assessment of cardiac stress and impact of therapy is crucial in CTEPH. Serum levels of
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Introduction
Up to 4% of the patients who survive an acute pulmonary embolism are later diagnosed with chronic
thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH) [1]. The persistence of pulmonary artery obstructions,
compounded by pulmonary vascular remodelling, progressively impairs pulmonary haemodynamics [1–4].
Under these conditions, elevated pulmonary artery pressure (PAP) and pulmonary vascular resistance
(PVR) burden the right heart and cause compensatory right heart remodelling [1–4]. Without treatment,
this sequence leads to right heart failure, which is the major determinant of outcome in CTEPH [5]. It
should be noted that CTEPH is the only potentially curable subtype of pulmonary arterial hypertension [1],
and surgical pulmonary endarterectomy (PEA) is the treatment of choice [1]. In patients in whom surgery
is not feasible, a sequence of medical therapy with riociguat and balloon pulmonary angioplasty (BPA)
should be considered [1, 6]. Both therapeutic approaches aim to restore pulmonary haemodynamics and
thus allow right heart recovery to optimise patients’ resilience and quality of life. A structured diagnostic
work-up, including individualised risk stratification and assessment of therapy response, is challenging in
daily clinical practice but crucial for an optimal outcome [1].
Noninvasive biomarkers of haemodynamic conditions and cardiac stress can provide valuable information
in this context [7–10]. Atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) is released upon cardiac (in particular, atrial) wall
stress and has diuretic, vasodilatory and tissue-protective effects [11]. Further, an increase in circulating
vasopressin is triggered by systemic stress, hypotension and an increase in plasma osmolality and impacts
haemodynamics via peripheral vasoconstriction and renal reabsorption of sodium-free fluid [12]. Both
biomarkers are characterised by low plasma protein stability, which limits the reproducibility of laboratory
measurements and thus hampers their investigation in the context of cardiac diseases [12, 13].
Mid-regional pro-atrial natriuretic peptide (MR-proANP) and copeptin are by-products of ANP and
vasopressin, respectively [12, 13]. Their higher plasma stability allows a valid equimolar measurement as
surrogates for the mature proteins. ANP and MR-proANP levels correlate with disease severity and
outcome in heart failure [13], acute pulmonary embolism [14] and pulmonary hypertension [15–17].
Copeptin gained importance in the diagnostic work-up of acute cardiovascular disease, particularly acute
coronary syndrome [18]. In addition, copeptin was identified as a strong predictor of outcome in acute
pulmonary embolism [19, 20]. Data on the relevance of MR-proANP and copeptin in patients with
CTEPH are limited to animal models [21], small subcohorts and mixed pulmonary hypertension cohorts
[15, 16, 22, 23]. There are no data on the time course of changes in these biomarkers after CTEPH
therapy. The aim of the current study was to investigate the levels of MR-proANP and copeptin in CTEPH
patients treated with PEA or BPA and assess their association with disease severity and therapy response.

Methods
Study population
The present observational cohort study included 125 patients with confirmed CTEPH who were treated by
BPA (n=70) or PEA (n=55) at the Kerckhoff Heart and Thorax Center, Bad Nauheim, Germany between
2014 and 2016 and who completed a 6-month follow-up (6-MFU) after the final BPA or a 12-month
follow-up (12-MFU) after PEA. A total of 52 (74%) patients of the BPA cohort and 16 (29%) of the PEA
cohort were also treated with riociguat. This was the result of the off-label character of other medication
and the lack of any approved medication for CTEPH prior to 2014. Since then, riociguat has been
approved for CTEPH treatment and recommended in the guidelines [1]. Thus, over time we adjusted our
treatment approach and riociguat is administered for at least 3 months prior to possible BPA in inoperable
CTEPH patients at our centre.
All patients were discussed in an interdisciplinary CTEPH conference to decide about the most
appropriate individual treatment. The pre- and post-procedural management of the patients was recently
published by our group [8, 24, 25]. All patients gave written informed consent. The ethics board of the
Justus Liebig University of Giessen approved the study (AZ 43/14). The study protocol conforms to the
ethical guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Pulmonary endarterectomy and balloon pulmonary angioplasty
PEA surgery and BPA interventional therapy were performed as standardised techniques. The detailed
procedures have been published previously (PEA25/BPA24).

Right heart catheterisation
Right heart catheterisation was routinely performed via the right internal jugular vein using a 6F sheath
and a standard Swan–Ganz catheter. The medication was not modified prior to or during the procedure.
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Laboratory assessment
Venous blood samples for biomarker analysis were collected in plain tubes at baseline prior to the PEA or
first BPA procedure, before every consecutive BPA procedure in BPA patients, and at 6-MFU or 12-MFU.
All measurements were carried out batch-wise on thawed samples by experienced staff blinded to patient
characteristics.
Copeptin was measured in serum/plasma (EDTA, heparin) by TRACE (time-resolved amplified cryptate
emission) technology (BRAHMS Copeptin proAVP KRYPTOR assay, Kryptor Compact Plus; BRAHMS
GmbH, Hennigsdorf, Germany): lower detection limit (LOD) 0.69 pmol·L−1; standard curve range (SCR)
0.7–2000 pmol·L−1; intra-assay coefficient of variation (CV)<15%; inter-assay CV<18%.
MR-proANP was measured in serum by TRACE technology (BRAHMS MR-proANP KRYPTOR assay,
Kryptor Compact Plus; BRAHMS GmbH): LOD 2.1 pmol·L−1; SCR 2.1 to 10 000 pmol·L−1; intra-assay CV
⩽5%; inter-assay CV ⩽6.5%.
Serum N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP) concentrations were measured using an
electrochemiluminescence immunoassay (NT-proBNP assay, Elecsys Analyser 2010; Roche Diagnostics,
Mannheim, Germany): LOD 5 ng·L−1; SCR 5 to 35 000 ng·L−1. The lowest concentration measurable with
a CV of 20% is 50.0 ng·L−1. At the cut-off value of 150 ng·L−1 the CV is <3%.
Statistical analysis
All continuous variables are expressed as mean±standard deviation (SD) or as median and interquartile
range (IQR), as appropriate. Categorical variables are reported as number and percentage. Parametric
distribution was assessed using the Shapiro–Wilk test. Subcohorts at baseline, prior to PEA/BPA therapy,
or at the follow-up were compared using the t-test for normally distributed parameters and the
Mann–Whitney U-test for all other continuous variables. The Chi-squared test and Fisher–Yates test were
used for categorical variables. Parameters that were obtained at baseline and at the 6-/12-MFU were
subjected to paired sample testing. We used t-test for normally distributed parameters and the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test for other continuous variables.
Correlations were analysed using bivariate Spearman correlation (Pearson’s ρ). For further assessment of
an association between biomarkers and haemodynamics, the cohort was divided into tertiles according to
the degree of impairment of each haemodynamic parameter and biomarker levels were analysed in each
subgroup.
Two predefined study outcomes were assessed:
1. Severe disease: In accordance with the recommendations in the guidelines for diagnosis and treatment
of pulmonary hypertension [1], this outcome was defined as a right atrial pressure (RAP) ⩾8 mmHg in
combination with a cardiac index ⩽2.4 L·min−1·m−2.
2. Optimal therapy response: This was defined as pulmonary haemodynamics below the thresholds of
pulmonary hypertension (mean PAP ⩽25 mmHg, PVR ⩽3 WU) [1] and a normalised RAP
(⩽6 mmHg) [26] or at least a distinct reduction in all of the three haemodynamic parameters (mean
PAP ⩾25%, PVR ⩾35% and RAP ⩾25%) after PEA or BPA. The rational for this parameter selection
was to address pulmonary haemodynamics (PVR, mean PAP) as well as a recovery of right heart
failure (RAP), which is one major determinant of outcome in CTEPH.
The diagnostic performance of noninvasive biomarkers and certain other diagnostic findings to indicate
study outcomes was analysed using receiver operating characteristics (ROC). Results are presented as AUC
with corresponding 95% confidence intervals. The optimal cut-off values with regard to study outcomes
were calculated using Youden index quantification. AUCs were compared using DeLong test.
To assess the prognostic performance of optimal biomarker cut-off levels with regard to study outcomes,
sensitivity, specificity, and negative (NPV) and positive (PPV) predictive values were calculated. Results are
presented as odds ratios with corresponding 95% confidence intervals.
Statistics were performed with SPSS software (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA), version 21.0. A two-tailed
p-value <0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

Results
Patient characteristics, biomarker levels, treatment and effects of therapy
The sociodemographic and clinical data of all 125 patients (51 women; mean age (±SD) 59±14 years)
enrolled in the study are presented in table 1. The indications for an interventional treatment were
peripheral lesions in 65 (93%) patients and persisting pulmonary artery obstructions after prior PEA in 5
(7%) patients. The 70 patients who were allocated for an interventional treatment underwent a total of 413
BPA sessions (median 6 (5–7) per patient). Table 2 shows the effects of therapy on haemodynamics and
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TABLE 1 Sociodemographic characteristics and comorbidities at baseline of the entire cohort
Parameter
Subjects n
Age years,
Female sex
Body mass index kg·m−2
Chronic renal failure
Estimated glomerular filtration rate mL·min−1
Creatinine µmol·L−1
Coronary artery disease
History of cancer
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
History acute pulmonary embolism
History of isolated deep vein thrombosis
History of splenectomy
History of chronic inflammatory bowel disease
Systemic inflammatory disease

125
59±14
51 (40.8)
25.9±4.5
26 (20.8)
82.5±25.7
86±27
20 (16.0)
18 (14.4)
8 (6.4)
110 (88.0)
18 (14.4)
9 (7.2)
1 (<1)
2 (1.6)

Values are presented as n (%) or mean±SD, unless otherwise stated.

physical capacity. The beneficial effects on haemodynamics were more apparent 12 months after PEA
compared with 6 months after BPA.
The measured serum biomarker levels of MR-proANP, copeptin and NT-proBNP at baseline are illustrated
in table 3. No differences between PEA and BPA patients were observed: MR-proANP ( p=0.66), copeptin
( p=0.52), NT-proBNP ( p=0.63). MR-proANP levels correlated with PVR (ρ=0.51; p<0.001), RAP (ρ=0.51;
p<0.001) and mean pulmonary arterial pressure (mPAP) (ρ=0.44; p<0.001), whereas copeptin showed no
relevant correlations with haemodynamics (table 4). Correlations with other diagnostic findings at baseline
are also illustrated in table 4. The levels of MR-proANP and copeptin in subgroups divided according to
the degree of haemodynamic impairment (divided into tertiles) are illustrated in figures 1a–d
(MR-proANP) and figures 1e–h (copeptin).

TABLE 2 Comparison of diagnostic findings at baseline and 6-month (balloon pulmonary angioplasty (BPA)) or 12-month
(pulmonary endarterectomy (PEA)) follow-up
Parameter

WHO-FC n
I
II
III
IV
RAP mmHg
PCWP mmHg
Mean PAP mmHg
Mean PAP reduction %
PVR Wood units
PVR reduction %
CI L·min−1·m−2
6MWD m
LVEF %
TAPSE mm

Baseline

6-MFU/12-MFU

p-value (total)

Total

PEA

BPA

Total

PEA

BPA

0
14
78
33
7 (5–9)
9 (8–12)
42 (36–49)

0
14
31
10
7 (5–9)
9(8–13)
44(36–50)

0
0
47
23
7 (5–9)
9 (8–11)
40 (36–49)

6.8 (5.3–9.6)

7.1 (5.2–11.9)

6.8 (5.2–8.6)

2.4 (2.1–2.8)
405±99
55 (55–60)
19±5

2.3 (1.9–2.6)
409±145
55 (55–60)
19±6

2.6 (2.1–3.0)
410±101
55 (55–60)
19±5

69
45
9
2
5 (4–7)
9 (7–11)
25 (20–33)
35 (21–53)
3.4 (2.4–4.9)
46 (25–63)
2.6 (2.3–2.9)
445±113
55 (55–60)
19±5

30
22
3
0
5 (4–7)
9 (7–12)/
20 (17–24)
53 (36–63)
2.5 (1.8–3.5)
63 (40–81)
2.4 (2.3–2.8)
438±129
55 (55–58)
17±4

39
23
6
2
5 (4–7)
9 (8–11)
30 (25–35)
10 (6–16)
3.9 (3.0–5.3)
40 (23–54)
2.7 (2.4–3.0)
449±106
55 (55–60)
21±4

<0.001
0.175
<0.001
<0.001
0.009
<0.001
0.21
0.90

Data are presented as n, mean±SD or median (interquartile range), unless otherwise stated. 6-/12-MFU: 6-/12-month follow-up; WHO: World
Health Organization; FC: functional class; RAP: right atrial pressure; PCWP: pulmonary capillary wedge pressure; PAP: pulmonary arterial
pressure; PVR: pulmonary vascular resistance; CI: cardiac index; 6MWD: 6-min walk distance; LVEF: left ventricular ejection fraction; TAPSE:
tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion.
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TABLE 3 Comparison of biomarker findings at baseline and 6-month (balloon pulmonary angioplasty (BPA)) or 12-month
(pulmonary endarterectomy (PEA)) follow-up
Parameter

MR-proANP pmol·L−1
Copeptin pmol·L−1
NT-proBNP ng·L−1
Creatinine µmol·L−1
eGFR mL·min−1·m−2
eGFR ⩽60 mL·min−1·m−2

Baseline

6-MFU/12-MFU

p-value
(total)

Total

PEA

BPA

Total

PEA

BPA

156 (91–246)
7.7 (4.6–14.2)
845 (178–1875)
86±28
82.5±25.7

170 (97–243)
8.0 (4.4–14.7)
1094 (136–2163)
88±31
81.1±24.7
21 (16.8)

145 (86–246)
7.1 (4.6–13.5)
744 (195–1564)
84±0.30
83.6±26.6

99 (58–145)
6.3 (3.7–12.6)
142 (72–335)
80±26
91.7±37.7

98 (57–160)
6.2 (3.8–13.7)
192 (98–408)
81±31
92.0±27.1
12 (9.6)

101 (59–142)
6.4 (3.7–12.2)
121 (67–243)
78±21
91.5±44.5

<0.001
0.009
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Data are presented as median (interquartile range), mean ±SD or n (%), unless otherwise stated. 6-/12-MFU: 6-/12-month follow-up;
MR-proANP: mid-regional pro-atrial natriuretic peptide; NT-proBNP: N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic peptide; eGFR: estimated glomerular
filtration rate.

Identification of patients with more severe disease ( primary outcome)
Haemodynamically compromised patients with severe disease (n=17) had higher baseline levels of
MR-proANP (320 (246–527) pmol·L−1 versus 133 (82–215) pmol·L−1; p=0.001), copeptin([12.7 (7.3–20.6)
pmol·L−1 versus 6.8 (4.4–12.8) pmol·L−1; p=0.015) and NT-proBNP (2986 (1474–5255) ng·L−1 versus 544
(110–1393) ng·L−1; p=0.001). The strongest association between biomarker concentration and severe
disease was found for MR-proANP levels ⩾227 pmol·L−1 (AUC 0.91; OR 56 (95% CI 6.9–454.3)) and
NT-proBNP ⩾1050 ng·L−1 (AUC 0.89; OR 4.9 (95% CI 1.5–15.8)) (AUCs: p=0.31). Table 5 shows the
diagnostic performance of other diagnostic findings to identify patients with severe disease.
Biomarker dynamics after PEA/BPA
Table 3 illustrates the comparison of serum biomarker levels at baseline and at follow-up. In the PEA
cohort, MR-proANP ( p=0.001), copeptin ( p=0.017) and NT-proBNP ( p<0.001) levels decreased from
baseline to 12-MFU. In the BPA cohort, MR-proANP ( p<0.001) and NT-proBNP ( p<0.001) decreased
significantly from baseline to 6-MFU, but copeptin did not change ( p=0.18). The analysis of biomarker
level dynamics during the staged BPA procedures showed a continuous decrease in MR-proANP levels at
all pre-specified time points following the first BPA, with the lowest value being measured at the 6-MFU
(figure 2), but no dynamics of copeptin levels (supplementary figure).
Identification of patients with optimal therapy response (secondary outcome)
The strongest association between biomarker concentration and therapy response was observed for
MR-proANP levels ⩽123 pmol·L−1 (AUC 0.70; OR 5.2, 95% CI 2.0–13.5) and NT-proBNP ⩽369 ng·L−1
TABLE 4 Bivariate Spearman correlation of biomarker levels and other diagnostic findings at
baseline
Parameter
Age years
Body mass index kg·m−2
GFR mL·min−1
Serum creatinine µmol·L−1
mPAP mmHg
PVR WU
RAP mmHg
CI·min−1·m−2
6MWD m
LVEF %
TAPSE mm

MR-proANP pmol·L−1

Copeptin pmol·L−1

ρ=0.20; p=0.03
ρ=−0.29; p=0.001
ρ=−0.31; p<0.001
ρ=0.31; p<0.001
ρ=0.44; p<0.001
ρ=0.51; p<0.001
ρ=0.51; p<0.001
ρ=−0.36; p<0.001
ρ=−0.26; p=0.03
ρ=−0.30; p=0.002
ρ=−0.28; p=0.004

ρ=0.28; p=0.002
ρ=−0.06; p=0.53
ρ=−0.27; p=0.003
ρ=0.35; p<0.001
ρ=0.07; p=0.47
ρ=0.07; p=0.46
ρ=0.26; p=0.008
ρ=−0.13; p=0.15
ρ=−0.27; p=0.02
ρ=−0.03; p=0.74
ρ=−0.20; p=0.04

MR-proANP: mid-regional pro-atrial natriuretic peptide; GFR: glomerular filtration rate; mPAP: mean
pulmonary arterial pressure; PVR: pulmonary vascular resistance; RAP: right atrial pressure; CI: cardiac
index; 6MWD: 6-min walk distance; LVEF: left ventricular ejection fraction; TAPSE: tricuspid annular plane
systolic excursion.
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p<0.001

600

p=0.23

b)

p<0.001

600

p=0.13

p=0.28

c)

p<0.001

800

d)

p=0.001

600

p<0.001

200

400

200

0

0
3

p=0.65

40

p=0.85

f)

3

p0.007

40

2

3

1

RAP tertile

p=0.24

p=0.15

g)

p=0.03

40

h)

p=0.245

40

Copeptin pmol·L–1

Copeptin pmol·L–1

10

0

20

10

1

2

PVR tertile

3

30

20

10

0

0

0
3

p=0.70

1

2

RAP tertile

3

1

2

3

CI tertile

FIGURE 1 Biomarker levels (a–d: mid-regional pro-atrial natriuretic peptide (MR-proANP); e–h: copeptin) as a function of haemodynamic parameter. The cohort of n=125 chronic
thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension patients was divided into tertiles for each haemodynamic parameter according to the following cut-off values: a, e) mean pulmonary arterial
pressure (mPAP; ⩽38/⩽47 mmHg); b, f) pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR; ⩽5.7/⩽8.3 WU); c, g) right atrial pressure (RAP; ⩽5/⩽8 mmHg); and d, h) cardiac index (CI;
⩽2.1/⩽2.7 L·min−1·m−2).
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10

3

p=0.12

30

20

2

CI tertile

p=0.23

20

mPAP tertile

200

0
1

30

2

400

p=0.008

30
Copeptin pmol·L–1

2

PVR tertile

p=0.72

1

200

0
1

mPAP tertile

e)

400

Copeptin pmol·L–1

2

600

MR-proANP pmol·L–1

400

MR-proANP pmol·L–1

MR-proANP pmol·L–1

p<0.001

1

p=0.66

p<0.001

p<0.001

MR-proANP pmol·L–1
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TABLE 5 Prognostic performance of different parameters for the identification of patients with severe disease (primary
outcome) and optimal therapy response (secondary outcome)
Cut-off value

AUC
(95% CI)

Sensitivity
(%, 95% CI)

Identification of patients at a severe disease state (primary outcome); n=17
MR-proANP pmol·L−1
227
0.91 (0.86–0.97)
93 (68–100)
10.9
0.70 (0.57–0.83)
67 (38–88)
Copeptin pmol·L−1
NT-proBNP ng·L−1
1050
0.89 (0.82–0.96)
100 (79–100)
66
0.68 (0.52–0.83)
53 (28–77)
eGFR mL·min−1·m−2
6-min walk distance m
355
0.72 (0.52–0.92)
67 (30–93)
WHO functional class
III
0.67 (0.53–0.81)
100 (80–100)
TAPSE mm
18
0.70 (0.54–0.85)
67 (86–96)
Identification of optimal therapy responders (secondary outcome); n=53
MR-proANP pmol·L−1
123
0.70 (0.60–0.79)
87 (74–94)
10.1
0.58 (0.47–0.69)
81 (68–91)
Copeptin pmol·L−1
NT-proBNP ng·L−1
369
0.64 (0.53–0.75)
96 (85–100)
89
0.66 (0.56–0.77)
68 (54–80)
eGFR mL·min−1·m−2
6-min walk distance m
494
0.72 (0.61–0.84)
63 (45–79)
WHO functional class
III
0.65 (0.55–0.76)
96 (87–100)
TAPSE mm
18
0.58 (0.45–0.70)
60 (43–75)

Specificity
(%, 95% CI)

NPV
(%, 95% CI)

PPV
(%, 95% CI)

OR
(95% CI)

80 (70–88)
71 (61–80)
65 (54–75)
82 (73–90)
78 (66–88)
11 (5–19)
69 (57–79)

99 (92–100)
93 (86–96)
100 (100)
91 (87–95)
94 (85–97)
100 (100)
93 (86–96)

43 (33–54)
27 (19–38)
31 (26–38)
33 (21–48)
33 (20–49)
15 (5–19)
26 (18–36)

56 (6.9–454.3)
1.5 (1.2–1.9)
4.9 (1.5–15.8)
5.3 (1.8–15.8)
7.2 (1.5–32.9)
1.2 (1.1–1.3)
4.4 (1.4–14.3)

45 (31–59)
39 (27–53)
28 (16–43)
66 (52–78)
77 (61–88)
14 (6–26)
24 (12–45)

82 (68–91)
74 (60–85)
90 (68–97)
74 (65–81)
74 (64–82)
84 (54–96)
45 (30–61)

53 (47–59)
49 (43–55)
49 (44–54)
59 (49–69)
66 (52–78)
45 (42–48)
36 (30–44)

5.2 (2.0–13.5)
2.8 (1.2–6.7)
8.4 (1.8–39.2)
4.1 (1.9–9.2)
5.6 (2.1–15.0)
4.3 (0.86–21.0)
0.47 (0.18–1.2)

AUC: area under the curve; CI: confidence interval; NPV: negative predictive values; PPV: positive predictive values; OR: odds ratio;
MR-proANP: mid-regional pro-atrial natriuretic peptide; NT-proBNP: N-terminal pro-B-type natriuretic peptide; eGFR: estimated glomerular
filtration rate; WHO: World Health Organization; TAPSE: tricuspid annular plan systolic excursion.

(AUC 0.64; OR 8.4, 95% CI 1.8–39.2) (AUC: p=0.83). Table 5 illustrates the diagnostic performance of
biomarker levels measured at 6-/12-MFU and other diagnostic findings to identify patients with optimal
therapy response after PEA or BPA (n=53). In total, 34 (27.2%) of the patients showed an mPAP
⩽20 mmHg at the follow-up.

Discussion
In the course of CTEPH disease progression, cardiac compensatory adaption mechanisms gradually fail,
which leads to right heart failure [2, 4]. This eventually affects the systemic circulation, which leads to a
deteriorating clinical status and strongly correlates with adverse outcome [2–5]. Therefore, noninvasive
measurement of biomarkers that mirror haemodynamic conditions and right heart stress is a valuable
adjunct for individual assessment of disease severity, risk stratification and therapy monitoring [1, 7–9, 27].

500

p<0.001

MR-proANP pmol·L–1

400

300

p=0.08

200

100

0
Baseline

Pre-BPA 2

Pre-BPA 3

Last BPA

6-MFU

Step of the staged BPA therapy
FIGURE 2 Dynamics of mid-regional pro-atrial natriuretic peptide (MR-proANP) levels during staged balloon
pulmonary angioplasty (BPA) procedures. Biomarker measure-ment was carried out at the specified stage in
BPA therapy of 55 chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension patients. 6-MFU: 6-month follow-up.
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Key findings
We determined that baseline MR-proANP levels are associated with disease severity defined by
haemodynamic parameters in CTEPH and decrease after PEA/BPA. Copeptin levels are lower in CTEPH
than in acute cardiovascular disease and do not substantially change after therapy. MR-proANP was
associated with an AUC of 0.91 in ROC analysis for the identification of patients with impaired
haemodynamics and thus severe disease ( primary outcome) at baseline. MR-proANP identified patients
with optimal therapy response (secondary outcome) with an AUC of 0.70 at the 6-MFU after BPA and at
the 12-MFU after PEA.
MR-proANP and copeptin in patients with CTEPH
Natriuretic peptides are released from the myocardium in response to an increased wall tension due to
volume or pressure overload [11, 15]. Circulating levels of NT-proBNP strongly correlate with
haemodynamic disease severity in pulmonary hypertension and CTEPH [1, 8, 9, 15, 16, 23]. However, it
should be noted that subtypes of natriuretic peptides show different expression characteristics [11]. In
contrast to NT-proBNP, ANP mainly derives from the atria [11] and thus predominantly reflects right
atrial stress. Right atrial dilatation, a consequence of chronic right ventricular dysfunction in pulmonary
hypertension, is usually detected by imaging and has been shown to be a strong predictor of outcome [28].
Measurement of ANP/MR-proANP levels provides a simple and noninvasive way of obtaining this
information. An MR-proANP level of 120 pmol·L−1 was shown to rule out acute heart failure with a
sensitivity >90% [29]. In acute pulmonary embolism [17] and different forms of pulmonary hypertension
[15, 16, 23], the reported median MR-proANP level ranges from 105 to 201 pmol·L−1 and was
130 pmol·L−1 in a small subcohort of seven CTEPH patients [15]. The median MR-proANP level of 156
(91–246) pmol·L−1 in our cohort is comparable to these data and reflects chronic cardiac stress in the
majority of CTEPH patients. The hypothesis that MR-proANP can be used as a noninvasive surrogate of
atrial stress is supported by the correlation of MR-proANP levels and RAP in our cohort.
Besides expression characteristics, the independence of MR-proANP levels from obesity and anaemia
might also be a useful feature in selected patients [30].
Vasopressin and copeptin are released from the hypothalamus in response to hypotension, systemic stress
and changes in plasma osmolality [12]. Vasopressin acts as a fast regulator of fluid homeostasis through
the promotion of renal salt-free fluid reabsorption and peripheral vasoconstriction [12]. Whereas cardiac
wall stress [8, 10] and subacute myocardial ischaemia [7, 10] are reflected by elevated natriuretic peptides
and cardiac troponins in CTEPH, vasopressin or its derivative copeptin might serve as a surrogate for the
impairment of systemic circulation as a result of progressive right heart failure. In acute pulmonary
embolism, median copeptin levels ranging between minimum values of 10 and 14 pmol·L−1 up to values
of 705 pmol·L−1 were observed [19, 20]. In studies including mixed cohorts of patients with pulmonary
hypertension and only a very small number of CTEPH patients, the median copeptin level ranged from 8
to 20 pmol·L−1, which is comparable to our observations [16, 22, 23]. In acute pulmonary embolism a
copeptin level of 24 pmol·L−1 was identified as the optimal cut-off value to predict adverse outcome [19],
and a level of 10 pmol·L−1 is used to rule out acute myocardial infarction [31]. In the present study,
median copeptin levels at baseline (8 pmol·L−1) and follow-up (6 pmol·L−1) were low. This might be
explained by the function of vasopressin as an acute, fast-acting regulator of haemodynamic imbalance
and the fact that the majority of CTEPH patients were not in an acute, life-threatening situation with acute
haemodynamic impairment at the time of admission (and study enrolment) for elective BPA or PEA.
If noninvasive biomarker measurement is used as a diagnostic tool, potential confounders need to be
considered. Chronic renal failure frequently occurs as one negative side effect of pulmonary hypertension
and right heart failure [32, 33]. In this context, the decrease of renal clearance and the cardiac stress
impacts biomarker levels [34]. This diagnostic limitation is moderate in patients with preserved renal
function (estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) >60 mL·min−1·m−2) whereas adapted cut-off values
have to be used in patients with chronic renal failure [34]. In our cohort, the majority of patients had
preserved renal function or slightly reduced eGFR at baseline. PEA and BPA lead to an improvement of
renal function, which lowered the number of patients with an eGFR ⩽60 mL·min−1·m−2 from 21 (16.8%)
at baseline to 12 (9.6%) at follow-up. Our data are not representative to demonstrate an impact of renal
function on MR-proANP and copeptin levels. Both biomarkers correlated moderately with serum
creatinine and eGFR at baseline in our cohort. Thus, the individual renal function should be considered
when serum levels of both biomarkers are assessed.
Biomarker-based identification of patients with severe disease
Published data demonstrate the superiority of MR-proANP compared with established biomarkers for
predicting an adverse outcome in chronic heart failure [13], pulmonary embolism [17] and pulmonary
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hypertension [16]. In heart failure, the additive measurement of MR-proANP improved disease detection
and risk stratification compared to a sole measurement of brain natriuretic peptides [35, 36]. In a cohort
of 710 patients who were admitted due to dyspnoea, no other natriuretic peptide performed better than
MR-proANP as a predictor of 5-year survival.
In our study, CTEPH patients with higher mPAP, PVR, RAP and lower cardiac index had higher levels of
MR-proANP, which conforms with the data from a mixed pulmonary hypertension cohort of KAISER et al. [15].
Consistent with this, the 17 patients of our cohort with severe disease (primary outcome) had higher
MR-pro-ANP levels than the rest of the cohort. Patients with a calculated optimal MR-proANP cut-off value
⩾227 pmol·L−1 had a 56-fold increased risk of impaired haemodynamics and thus severe disease (95% CI
6.9–454.3). In this context, MR-proANP performance was at least comparable to NT-proBNP and superior to
that of copeptin and other diagnostic findings, including 6-min walking distance, World Health Organization
functional class (WHO-FC) and tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion (TAPSE) (table 5). MR-proANP
measurement addresses not only right heart stress in general but also right atrial stress and the associated
retrograde right heart failure, which might be the strength of this parameter.
Certain studies have revealed an association of copeptin levels and outcome in pulmonary hypertension;
however, this was predominantly with an inferior predictive value compared with natriuretic peptides [16, 23].
While copeptin levels correlated with functional capacity and clinical symptoms in cohorts of patients with
different types of pulmonary hypertension [16, 22, 23], the studies report inconsistent data concerning the
correlation with pulmonary and systemic haemodynamics [16, 22]. In our cohort, there was no relevant
correlation of copeptin levels with haemodynamic parameters. The only association we observed was that
patients with the highest RAP tertile had distinctly elevated copeptin levels at baseline. Accordingly, RAP
was the main driver for the observed higher copeptin levels in patients with severe disease compared with
the rest of the cohort. Elevation of copeptin above the calculated optimal cut-off level of 10.9 pmol·L−1 was
associated with an OR of only 1.5 (95% CI 1.2–1.9) to identify patients with severe disease, which is
inferior compared with MR-proANP, NT-proBNP and other diagnostic parameters.
Identification of patients with optimal therapy response
Data on MR-proANP levels after established therapy for pulmonary hypertension (secondary outcome),
particularly after surgical or interventional CTEPH treatment, are not available. In the current study, PEA
and BPA led to a decrease in mPAP and PVR that was comparable to previously published data from our
group and other cohorts [8, 25, 37]. The consequently reduced right heart stress was mirrored by a
decrease in MR-proANP levels in the current study, irrespective of the therapeutic approach. The time
course of MR-proANP levels during BPA therapy with a stepwise decrease after each session and an
ongoing decrease at the follow-up illustrates progressive recovery of retrograde right heart failure. An
MR-proANP concentration of 123 pmol·L−1 at follow-up was identified as the best threshold to identify
patients with an optimal therapy response.
Less is known about the impact of pulmonary hypertension therapies on copeptin levels. A study by
NICKEL et al. [22] is the only one that reported decreasing levels of copeptin in patients with pulmonary
artery hypertension who received targeted medication. In our study, a slight decrease in copeptin levels
(from 8 to 6 pmol·L−1) was observed after PEA, but not after BPA. Copeptin levels above the calculated
optimal cut-off value of 10.1 pmol·L−1 predicted an optimal haemodynamic therapy response; however,
the overall prognostic performance was poor, as indicated by an AUC of only 0.58. As discussed above,
this further indicates that vasopressin/copeptin is a better marker of acute haemodynamic compromising
diseases rather than of chronic processes.
Study limitations
First, the absolute number of patients included in this study was relatively small with heterogeneous
treatment groups. Second, the follow-up assessment after PEA and BPA is performed in different intervals
after treatment, which might limit the comparability between the treatment groups. Third, follow-up in
this study is limited to 12 months after PEA and 6 months after BPA. However, the results of the
biomarker analysis are consistent between CTEPH patients treated with PEA and those treated with BPA.
Conclusion
Serum levels of MR-proANP are associated with haemodynamic disease severity in CTEPH patients,
providing evidence in favour of using this biomarker for individual risk stratification and assessment of
therapy response. Further, the continuous decrease in MR-proANP levels after each BPA session parallel
the immediate and beneficial short-term effects of this therapy. However, the clinical applicability is
limited at the current state. Further studies are needed to confirm the association of MR-proANP levels to
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progressive right heart failure, and long-term data are required to assess the performance as a predictor of
outcome.
Copeptin showed a weak diagnostic performance in CTEPH and thus appears to be a marker of acute
rather than chronic haemodynamic impairment.
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